
Christian Undergraduate College 
3-4 credit course (@135 hrs)
15 weeks

Exploring Spiritual Formation  101 (ECF 101)

Course Description - This class is designed to give Christian college undergraduates a first 
exposure to spiritual formation and Christian spiritual practices. It does this in the context of a 
thoughtful, biblical theology. The aim here is to provide students who may have never had the 
opportunity to develop personal spiritual reflection and explore a range of spiritual practices to do this 
in dialogue with a professor and fellow students. There are both academic and practical components to 
this course and the student is expected to invest in both components equally.

Learning Outcomes: Upon completing this course the student should be able to:
1. Reflect on their own formation in faith, providing intelligent evaluation based on basic 

Christian principles.
2. Establish introductory familiarity with a few (and cursory familiarity with a few more) classic 

Christian devotional practices.
3. Express a basic understanding of how spiritual formation works: elements, task, and ministry, 

making application of these aspects to the student's own life.
4. Articulate a theological rationale for the task of Christian spiritual formation.

Policies: (grading, late work, attendance, plagiarism and so on) - see school policy handbook

Required Resources (@800 pages total):
Zeffirelli, Franco, Brother Sun, Sister Moon (movie to watch).
Course Packet. A loose-leaf or eReserve collection of articles on testimony, spiritual direction, theology

and other relevant topics [100 pages read] (= CP)
Foster, Richard J., Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth (HarperCollins, 2009),

ASIN: B000FC110Q. [260 pages] (= CD)
Foster, Richard J. and James Bryan Smith eds., Devotional Classics: Selected Readings for Individuals

and Groups (HarperOne, 2005), ISBN 978-0-06-077750-0. This book will be supplemented
with a few other excerpts from classical spiritual writings. Students will choose which classics
they will read. [100 pages total read] (=DC)

Howard, Evan B., A Guide to Christian Spiritual Formation: How Scripture, Spirit, Community, and
Mission Shape Our Souls (Baker, 2018), ISBN-13 978-0801097805. [280 pages] (=GCSF)

Assignments (For details of the assignments, see the sample assignments associated with A Guide to
Christian Spiritual Formation):

My Christian Formation Story - The Christian faith is a Gospel, a good news, a faith story. To be able 
to communicate this story--both the basic story of the Christian gospel message and our own story of 
faith--is an important means of summarizing and stimulating our formation in Christ. Each student will 
be required to submit a written summary of their understanding of the Christian faith. Each student will
also present in class their own ten-minute story of faith.



Practice Reflections - As an "exploration" of Christian spiritual formation, students will be 
experimenting with a wide range of practices or "means of grace" that have helped individuals and 
communities over the centuries. Each student will be required to experiment with six practices of their 
choice (from a predetermined list)

Key Practice Logs - Though we will explore many Christian spiritual practices, in this class we will 
pay special attention to three: the prayerful reading of Scripture (lectio divina), fellowship, and 
hospitality. Students will be exploring these practices over the duration of the entire course, keeping a 
log of their experience and development. Requirements regarding these practices will also develop as 
the course progresses, giving students a fuller-orbed sense of how these three practices might be lived-
out in their own lives and the lives of communities and individuals they know. Pay careful note that the 
fellowship and the hospitality assignments will require your scheduling times to meet with others. You 
must plan in advance for this.

Formation Strategy - As we mature in Christ, we grow from simply "story and practices" to a fuller 
formation strategy. A strategy for our formation in Christ involves conscious attention to our own 
context, the agents with whom we relate (or with whom we might relate), and our own sense of both 
the larger aims of maturity and the more proximate aims of this season of growth. The fruit of this 
strategy is a sense of the next appropriate steps toward maturity in the life and gospel of Christ: 
practices, relationships, attitudes and so on. Each student will submit a summary of their own formation
strategy addressing each of the major components covered in A Guide to Christian Spiritual Formation
as they understand things currently.

Mid-Term and Final Examination - The emphasis of the examinations is the histotrical and theological 
framework of Christian spiritual formation as presented in the readings and in-class sessions.

Course Schedule

Note: Readings and assignments are listed on the week they are due. Numbers of pages to be 
read are not exact.

Week One - Who Is Forming Us?
Reading - none

Lecture/InClass - Introduction to formation, the class itself, and lectio divina

Assignments - none

Week Two - Preparing To Grow
Reading - 

• GCSF, chapter 1: "Christian Spiritual Formation" [20 pages]
• CD, chapter 1: "The Spiritual Disciplines: Door to Liberation" [12 pages]
• Read the introduction and three samples from the "Preparing for the Spiritual Life" from DC 

[@18 pages]

Lecture/InClass - Definitions, Scripture and early history, introduce fellowship



Assignments - first lectio divina assignment

Week Three - The Story of Formation 
Reading - 

• CP, material on testimony [20]
• GCSF, 2: "The Story of Christian Spiritual Formation" [20]
• Read two autobiographical excerpts from DC and two samples from "The Word Centered Life" 

[@24]

Lecture/InClass - Debrief, Gospel story in Scripture and history, introduce hospitality and testimony

Assignments - first fellowship assignment

Week Four - The Fullness and Aims of Formation 
Reading - 

• GCSF, 3: "The Fullness and Aims of Christian Spiritual Formation" [20]
• CP, material on sanctification and hospitality [15]
• Introduction and three samples from "The Virtuous Life" in DC [21]

Lecture/InClass - Debrief, human experience, aims, presentations of stories

Assignments - first hospitality assignment

Week Five - Christian Spiritual Disciplines: The Inward Disciplines; Contexts and Agents
Reading - 

• CD, Part I: "The Inward Disciplines" - Introduction and choose two [32]
• GCSF, 4: "The Contexts and Agents of Christian Spiritual Formation" [20]
• CP, article on spiritual direction [10]

Lecture/InClass - Debrief, means of grace introduction, contexts and agents, presentations of stories

Assignments - practice assignment #1, 

Week Six - Christian Spiritual Disciplines: The Outward Disciplines; The Process and Task
Reading - 

• CD, Part II: "The Outward Disciplines" - Introduction and choose two [33]
• GCSF, 5: "The Process of Transformation and the Task of Formation" [18]

Lecture/InClass - Debrief; quietism, legalism, and other heresies; 

Assignments - practice assignment #2, lectio assignment #2, prep for mid-term

Week Seven - Christian Spiritual Disciplines: The Corporate Disciplines and Means (again)
Reading - 

• CD, Part III: "The Corporate Disciplines" Introduction and choose two [30]
• GCSF, 6: "The Means of Christian Spiritual Formation" [26]



Lecture/InClass - Mid-term exam; Formation as corporate and missional, conclusion of means of grace,
task of formation

Assignments - fellowship assignment #2

Week Eight - Formed into Prayer
Reading - 

• GCSF, 7: "Formed into Prayer" [25]
• Introduction and two samples from "The Prayer-Filled Life" in DC [14]
• CP, reading on the theology of prayer [@12]

Lecture/InClass - Debrief, the theology, history, and practice of prayer; Introduce the formation strategy
assignment.

Assignments - practice assignment #3, hospitality assignment #2

Week Nine - Formed Together
Reading - 

• GCSF, 8: "Formed Together" [25]
• Introductions and two samples each from "The Spirit-Empowered Life" and "The Sacramental 

Life" in DC [24]

Lecture/InClass - Debrief, ecclesiologies, networking, community drama

Assignments - practice assignment #4, work on formation strategy assignment

Week Ten - Formed in Personal Integrity
Reading - 

• GCSF, 9: "Formed in Thinking, Feeling, and Acting" [19]
• Two more samples from "The Virtuous Life" [12]
•  CP, article or chapter on healing [30]

Lecture/InClass - Debrief, review fullness, models and practice of holistic formation, life story again

Assignments - practice assignment #5, lectio assignment #3

Week Eleven - Formed into Mission 
Reading - 

• GCSF, 10: "Formed into Mission" [18]
• Introduction and four samples from "The Social Justice Tradition" in DC [28]

Lecture/InClass - Debrief, history of missions thinking, practice of missional life, hospitality again

Assignments - practice assignment #6, fellowship assignment #3

Week Twelve - Discerning Formation
Reading - 

• GCSF, 11: "Discerning Formation" [20]



Lecture/InClass - Debrief, theology and history of discernment, nature of the appropriate and the task 
of formation

Assignments - hospitality assignment #3

Week Thirteen
Reading - 

• GCSF, 12: "The Ministry of Christian Spiritual Formation" [17]
• CP, article on diversity, [15]
• Two other samples from DC [14]

Lecture/InClass - Debrief, The ministry of Christian Spiritual formation, prep for My formation 
Strategy assignment

Assignments - none

Week Fourteen 
Reading - 

• GCSF, "Epilogue: My Personal History of Christian Spiritual Formation" [3]
• CP, synthetic article [15]
• Two other samples from DC [14]

Lecture/InClass - Debrief, Putting it all together, prep for final exam

Assignments - My Formation Strategy

Week Fifteen
Final Exam - 

Assignments (For details of the assignments, see the sample assignments associated with A Guide to
Christian Spiritual Formation):

My Christian Formation Story - The Christian faith is a Gospel, a good news, a faith story. To be able 
to communicate this story--both the basic story of the Christian gospel message and our own story of 
faith--is an important means of summarizing and stimulating our formation in Christ. Each student will 
be required to submit a written summary of their understanding of the Christian faith. Each student will
also present in class their own ten-minute story of faith.

Practice Reflections - As an "exploration" of Christian spiritual formation, students will be 
experimenting with a wide range of practices or "means of grace" that have helped individuals and 
communities over the centuries. Each student will be required to experiment with six practices of their 
choice (from a predetermined list)

Key Practice Logs - Though we will explore many Christian spiritual practices, in this class we will 
pay special attention to three: the prayerful reading of Scripture (lectio divina), fellowship, and 
hospitality. Students will be exploring these practices over the duration of the entire course, keeping a 



log of their experience and development. Requirements regarding these practices will also develop as 
the course progresses, giving students a fuller-orbed sense of how these three practices might be lived-
out in their own lives and the lives of communities and individuals they know. Pay careful note that the 
fellowship and the hospitality assignments will require your scheduling times to meet with others. You 
must plan in advance for this.

Formation Strategy - As we mature in Christ, we grow from simply "story and practices" to a fuller 
formation strategy. A strategy for our formation in Christ involves conscious attention to our own 
context, the agents with whom we relate (or with whom we might relate), and our own sense of both 
the larger aims of maturity and the more proximate aims of this season of growth. The fruit of this 
strategy is a sense of the next appropriate steps toward maturity in the life and gospel of Christ: 
practices, relationships, attitudes and so on. Each student will submit a summary of their own formation
strategy addressing each of the major components covered in A Guide to Christian Spiritual Formation
as they understand things currently.

Mid-Term and Final Examination - The emphasis of the examinations is the histotrical and theological 
framework of Christian spiritual formation as presented in the readings and in-class sessions.


